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INVARIANTS WHEN THE TRANSFORMATION IS
INFINITESIMAL, AND THEIR RELEVANCE
IN BIO-MATHEMATICS AND IN THE THEORY OF
TERRESTRIAL MAGNETISM
OLIVER E. GLENN

(1,a,nsdowne, Pennsylvania)

§I.

.

HISTORICJAL INTRODUCTION
A theory of infinitesimal transformations, due to SOPHUS LIE (1), was
based upon certain relations in three variables xi and three parameters ui

viz.,

It was assumed that Xz can be expanded in a series of powers of ui ;
that there will be no singularities in the way; that
0, and that
Then
takes
the form,
(1)
~(~i?~2?~3?~)~~~’
’

It is

implicit

in

formulations that the second part of the relation

is cancelled although each term may have two small factors. Much
cartesian plane
attention is claimed by the case where
coordinates and X3 = I the slope of a line-element of the point (x ~y) .
never

(1)
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Here the
riance of l .=

is

a

total

particularization ui = 2c2 = u3 = ~ t is adopted,
expressed by the relatioii ,y
dy-

(necessary

and

contact transformation.

of surface

(connection)

sufficient) condition in order
three-space the condition
elements is,
In

the coordinates of direction of the
The total condition for a contact trausformation,
lation of invariance,

a 7 2 being

and the inva-

that (2) should be a
for an elementverein

tangent plane

V,

of

at

surfaces,

(x, y, z).

is the

re-

under V ,7

Some transformations V will bave a special infinitesimal form like (2),
t and all form a groupI V) We generalize by studying the invariance of an arbitrary quantic H=
in
r 0 as the facients in H, and adopt
the usual relations between the cartesian and the polar coordinate, viz.,
’

,

We consider both the direct and the inverse invariant problems, and
make extensions, to rn variables, which generalize the concepts and theories
of connection and contact. This mathematics is then applied in the study
of two problems which are dominated by orbital theory, one in bio-mathe
matics and the other in the theory of terrestrial magnetism (2).

written I have eeen the following two recent meof the tellsorial calculus : A. KAWAGUCHI, On the
theory of ~non-linear connections : I. Introduction to the theory of general non-linear conu6ctions, Tensor, N. S., vol. 2, 1952, p. 123-142.
the

(2) Since

moirs which

are

,

di

present paper
developed by

was

means

.

HLAYA’1’Y, Embedding theory of a Wm in a Wn, Rendiconti del Circolo Matematioo
Palermo, S. II, t. 1, 1952, p. 403-438, (See especially, DEFINITION, p. 429).
t For a method of proof see Lm und SCHEFFERS, Geom. deu Berührungstr., 1896, S. 90.
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The differential
The

transformation

on

the

equation for invariants

plan

of

(2)

is

accordingly,y

°

0 . Since any u , v, w may be either positive
or negative, we ordiuarily assume 0 ( r , 9) , ( ? ? 0), Q (g
r 9) to be
on any continuous
positive functions,
spaceinterval
and
that
.g
and
its
partial
considered,
derivatives do not approach the infinite on the interval.
Substitntion from U in H enables us to form an expansion, and the

in

which

I

are -

hypothesis,
with M

constant,

leads to the

equation,

the direct invariant problem the equation
U being given. Tlle auxiliary
transformation
H,
is as follows:

is to be solved

in

for

system of LAGRANGE

and three particular integrals, out of six requisite for
of ~jH~:=:0~ are readily found in the forms,

a

complete integral

-

(constants ’ yi arbitrary).
Three additional particular integrals can be found in various cases
where the functions 0,
Q have a more special form. After H is found
as the complete integral of
7 the problem of the integration of the
0
be
can
considered.
H
=
MoNGE equation
The following are the particularizations which we shall emphasize most:

4
in which the caefficients a,b ,.. ,7 a 7 fl.. ,7 9 7
each variable (p , r , 9 may vary only over its
The tranformation U becomes Ui
v ,w); t

l..

real nnmbers and
continuous range (3).

are

finite,

(u ,

11’

Here

The

Ut, generates

a

group

which satisfies the

will be finite and of order

group

and otherwise of infinite order, but Y~z ,
remain = 0 , Three additional particular

in

for

integer

some

v,

must all

increases,
integrals

of

(4)

are

now;

,

complete integral here, whether H is

function, is ;

4$ being
a

if,

which,

Hence the
al

v

following symbolism :

an

quantic,

quantic

or a more

of its six

arguments. If H is assumed

to be

form,

+ q2 xe 2 +
+ qe, to
(3) That is, some use will be made of equations
represent a function determined by e points on a plane continuous interval, ((xl,y~),..,I
(x2 ,y2)~ ,that contains no singularities of the function.
t As long as u,v,w are parameters, each is the real continuum, in the vicinity of
the origin. Compare the disoussion at § I1, (16) and following.
..

,

gener-

c.

arbitrary function

it is of the

a

5

It is then

are

a

MONGE

expression in which

the differential

absolute invariants of the groupU1 ) . The
are relative invariants of(U,) which

type

When M is constant, the expressions (7),
of MONGE invariants of the group
However the group may reduce to a
typical coefficient in H’ is a polynomial,

the relation .H~’

=

MH

arguments

arguments

functional
satisfy

the

(8) constitute

a

of the

relations,

fundamental

subgroup ofi UlI because,

sysif

a

."

gives,

this set of, equations may restrict the polynomial, and
it may restrict the group to one of the subgroups ofUi). It is not, however, necessary a p1’iori that the typical coefficient in H should be a rational, integral polynomial in the relative invariants.
If H has constant coefficients it can be linearly factorable. If its order
In

particular

cases

iu the differentials is h this will

linear

expressions

in its

imply

the

2 1 (h + 1) (h + 2)
2

vanishing

-

2

1)

coefficients. This would

non-

leave

form that is a natural generalization of a binary quantic, which.
theoretically, is always linearally factorable. If the factors of H, with constant coefficient, are,

H in

a

°

problem of integrating H = 0 reduces to that of the integration of IZ - 0.
Here Il is an exact differential and its integral curves are known to form

the

6

the

,

system of

any and all

analytic

the

curves on

single surface (4),

With I chosen, since h is invariant, the integral curves of 11 - 0 are permuted by transformationsi Ul) . Since they are all on a siugle surface, it,
(.L - 0), is unaltered by U l’ whence,
.

.

The group under which the surface
symbolized by the relation,

in this
subgroup of (

Since,

v~ ~

is invariant

ttt , u2

as

as

are

the vi,

.,

Invariant

curves

With I and the coefficients Al 7,. -Dz chùsen,
based

on

any

curve

N= 0 in the

v2 ~ w~

=

0 is satisfied.

stated

a curve

(4) FORSYTH, Differential- Gleichungen, 1889, S. 290.
t They may not if, for all consecutive pairs
-

as

above,

the

torus,

(cp, r) plane, (9 = 0),

intersects the corresponding surface L - 0 in
for which. simultaneously

vi / 1Vt

is, therefore, a

dependent infinitesimals,i U2] is a formal
are arbitrary infinitesima,ls.
long
= 0
~I
¡represents h surfaces which are respectively
equation
subgroups of {U 1}. These subgroups ntay not all be mutually

symbol,

Theorem. The
invariant under h
exclusive. t

.L - 0

invariant under

D2~ ,

a

the relation

7

This

is therefore invariant under the
for which the symbol is,

curve

ofI U2)

I

one-parameter sub-group ( U3; ~

result of considerable generality, since 1 may assume any one of h values.
Secondly,y if two of the sub-groups, mentioned in the above theorem,
coincide, the curve of intersection of the two corresponding surfaces .L = 0
is an invariant of the common sub-group.
Third, there are three configurations which are asymptotic to surface .L
or nearly so, winch would otherwise cut Z==0 in invariant curves, wiz., (1)
a

=
plane (p
0 , qz being a root of u o (cp) == 0; (2) any sphere
= 0 ,7
a
9i = 0 , 8a
being root of vp (r) = 0; and (3) any cone 9
_-_
a
of
root
0
.
being
wq (9)
Fourth, however, we can identify other classes of curves, which are
invariant in the plane (cp, Ir), which is the plane (x, y). When the polar
transformation is,

any

r

-

,

I

symbolized by,

.

the solution for the quantic .B (g~ , r , d g~ , d r)~ universally invariant under
{~ , by the method for the case of three variables,. gives,

Here the variables are polar or cartesian according to preference. A geometrical interpretation of any equation, Zf=0y in
with constant coefficients, may be stated thus: There exist h curves in the
(g , y) each invariant under a corresponding sub-group of {s} .

(5)

The

product

8

(u,v) 8 (u,v)

will be referred to

as

the

simple

square of

B.

8

This is because .g

so

that the

is,

in

theory, factorable

into h factors of the

equation,y

contains all of the theory of the integrals of H _-_ 0 . A
variant under all transformations Is) for which,

and therefore under theone

When there
random

type,

are no

further

by trasformations

curve

g _-_ 0 is in-

parameter sub-group whose symbol is

the

hypotheses

(s)

outside of

curves

are

permuted

at

Is,) .

Generalizations

Referring to the tranformation U in the original theory,y in which the
variables may be cartesian, we. consider a quantic H in the differentials
having coefficients which are functions of x, y, z,
OT 7 A where a I A are the variables of direction of a surface element through
the point (x, y, z). Let ( U) become
by adjunction of T;

With M constant the

corresponding S~ .g - 0 is

an

equation having

to

polynomials

eleven

terms.

Then, with functions
the whole group may include
,

particularized

U,

and

Ti,

as

in

where

..

with,
&#x3E;

(real polynomials).

9

The invariant MONGE

expressions,

under

TI) ,

is then of the

form,

where,

with the other integrals, and exponentials, as iu (8). It is to be understood
that the exponential relative invariants occur in such functional combinations, in the coefficients of H, that these coefficients, and the quantic as
a whole, are invariants with a relation holding in the form (12). Existence
for H(3) is established by the product of an H with constant coefficients,
by the five exponential invariants themselves:

Now the equation H(3) = 0 may be said to define a situation like connection in 3-space, since it is an equation that involves the coordinates
x , y, z of a point wath the partial slopes ;n,A of the points typical surface
element, and both of these sets with the differentials.
A more complete formulation is the following :
Definition. If the group isU,T j , and 11 is a quantic in the differentials, satisfying ,~ H= 0 ,7 then H= 0 defines a generalized connection of
g is a total condition in order that
surface elements. The relation
a transformation (U, T) should preserve a generalized type of contact between surfaces (6).
In this definition and subsequently we can allow M to be a function
of the variables,
"

the other features of the above theory

being

left unaltered. This

being

as-

(6) We shall refer to the traditional concepts, connection, and contact transformation, respectively, as the elementary cases. They will be in contrast with whatever are
represented geometrically, at the point (x,y ,z) ,y by H = 0, and by B’ = M H. A partic, lar case of the generalized contact is where two surfaces intersect in a closed spatial

oval of infinitesimal

dimensions.

I
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sumed,

five

particular integrals

of S .g3

-

0 will remain

unchanged.

These

are,

Since the other five particular integrals may be obtained by solving five
properly chosen integrals for H, the former are necessarily invariants Vi
each of which will satisfy a relation of invariance of the form,

A

quite general

The
the

form of the

quautic

following theorem is subject

H is

to the

postulate

that is introduced in

proof;
Theorern.

is inva1’iant

H is ter1n-wi8e incariant and its terms have
From the relation of invariance of

we

then;

snbtract that of the last term

a

for

common

crll

k,

the

quantic

modulus.

ViZ-7

of Ck, ident est,

On the left the result is cancellation of the last term of

Ck.

On the

right

we obtain,

We

next

result ;

subtract

from

(~i£

-

t;k)

==

D1,

with the

11

Repeating the process

p times

we

reach

Dp == 0 , whence,

Postulate. In the invariant theory with wjrich we are c011cerned there exists
linear relation between the ’1toduli M(k) , Njk and the tern,s tjk .

no

Therefore
If

we now

subtract,

from the relation of invariance of

H,I viz.,

the relation for the last term hq of H,y idem est, hq = Npq hq,
cel the last term of H’, and repeat the process q tines, we
the differential products,

are

not

linearally connected

with the

expressions

to

so as

obtain,

can-

since

-

The expressions dxlo (x) , .., dX/n (X) ,
(i 1, .., 5) constitute a fundamental system of MONGE inva1’iants of ( Ui , Ti) .
If H is of order- h in the differentials, aud the conditions for its linear
factorability are satisfied, its factors give as many Pfaffian equations of the
type of ~T = 0 , where,

~

’

and J’

=

M

J, (ei constant).
The inverse invariant theory

In an inverse problem the invariant is given, here by being a solution
of Q H= (I,y and it is required to determine, possibly in terms of functions
iu part arbitrary,y the transformations. If these generate the sub-group of

12

in (U,T), then
infinitesimal parameter ubtained by making
since u will occur in M = ill (x,y 7 -, , I-r ~ A) , we have llT u, whence
1110 == 1. Since we shall wish to generalize the number of variables, we write
for 0, P, Q ;y Q1, Q2 for R , S
Xi ,2 X2x3 respectively for x,y , z; P1 ~ .~’2
and Å.f’ Å.2 for n,A.
The tranformation in n variables x1 , .., Xu and n - 1 partial slopes

one

~i ? ’ ’ ?

is,

(i =1 , .. ~ n ; j = 1 ~ , . , n 1;
is D’n, which becomes Dn when all

0) ,

-

where

in H’ = M
into

M,

pansible

.. .

~1 ~

.. ,

The

~"_1,

ui&#x3E; ,

corresponding operator
is divided cutoff:

.. ,

u(2,~-j)) H,

is

ex-

with ?==3y we assign H and make
vanish ideiitically,
In parto
conditions.
determined
are
1 P3
subjected
I
ticular if H is either of the quantics,

When,
~2 are

the known conditions that
T) be
und
obtained, (LIE
~SCHEFFERS, loco
sume that .g is quadratic, adopt the

and

choose,

group of contact tranformations
citato, ~’ . 93 und S. 598). If we
a

notatious,

are

as-

13
then the

has the expressions (13) below as
~ coefficients. Note that if we eliminate 6 from the first six equations (~3),
there will remain five non-homogeneous equations, linear in
from
which each of Pi, Qj is determined in terms of the partial derivatives of
.P1, P2, P3 and of the coefficients of
subject to the determinant condition for consistency.

quadratic, (in dxi, dÂj),1 Q3 H2

The last three of these

equations give

criminant)~

a

condition

the

factorability

~

on
..

H2 ,

Existence is established

by

the

case i

condition (dis-

14
Another

special instance is,

We consider next the problem
tials. In the AKONHOLD symbolism

As wax done in
normal order, so the
consecutive terms,

...

where .g is of order i)i iii n
we then have,

7/g, we assume
differences Q1

that the term8 of H,~

-

Q2 ,01

-

°2 , .. ,Wi

are

- W2

differen-

arranged

in

for any two

satisfy the rule that the first difference of the set, which is not zero, is
negative. The respective coefficients in Hm can then be placed in serial correspondence with the succession of positive integers, 1, 2.. ; that is, they
ill the
are
2 ,.., where C is the
.. ,
°

number of terms in

an

n-ary m-ic. We

have,

this relatioa being an identity in the variables.
have respective coefficients Aki which
The terms tki with the factor
Wliatever i is, the eliare linear and
Pzz , ...
minant of these terms is a matrix Dm of 11, rows and q coluinns, q being the
number of terms in an n - ary (»1 -1 ) - ic. The laws of the structure of this
matrix are, complicated but we can write it for the ternary m - ic (~n ~ 1) ~

homogeneous in

as

follows :

15

Evidently D3,
reaches 8

terminates by its

1
2(m --

).

own

The condition

laws when the number of columns

D3 = 0
m

is

exactingg since it

means

- 2 essential determinants of the third order must vanish, identically
X2 ,,t:3 11 ’ 7 if Hm is to be an invariant.
When Hn, is the general quadratic quantic in u differentials d X1 , ... ,
is a determinant of order it the natural geueralization of the discriminant of the ternary quadratic. When it &#x3E; 3, however, the vanishing
of this determinant does not cause the quadratic to degenerate.

that

If tit
of

D)
m

&#x3E; 2 , n

is not

=

3,

equivalent

the

vanishng

of the ~

to the existence of

-

2 essential determinants

the 12 111 (m

- 1)

known

con-

ditions for the linear factorability of
The equations which involve o , from the terms of (14) free from d Âi,
are non-homogeneous linear equations in P, ,... ,Pun , Q1 ,... ,
and
remain of that type when a is eliminated. If n .- 3 ~1 the condition for the .
consistency of this linear system, since,
’

is

readily

found to be the

non-vanishing

of the matrix

Em :

16
None of the fifth order determinants should

van-

ish. The following conclusion for n - spuce is now evident :
Tlteorent. A total condition in order that Hm - 0 should define a generalized connection of surface-elements, and H,,,,, = M Hnt a species of generalconsists of En m =4= 0, and the vanislzing of the set,
ized contact

When these conditions

are

expressed linea,1’(f,ly
taken with regard to
ficients of Hm, and of
taken with regard to

are

the

first

...,

This defines connection
be

preferable

to

use a

the fnnctions P1 ? ... ~Pn ,7 Qi77 Qn-1
the first partial derivatives of
P.
the
in
terms
and
coefof
only,
rationally
the
latter
derivatives
partial
of
coefficients,

ftilfilled,
of"

in terms

Xn ,

..

7 ...

broadly.
special case

In some geometric
of the theorem, and

it may
such cases

problems
some

will here be mentioned.
’

(i)

we

If

m - 1 ,

may

so

equations

,

main

Dy

is

and

if,

now n

in

non-existent,

use Has,

The set of

After
linear

that

which contain a,y

nuinber, is,

where,

as
eliminating o , therefore, we can solve only for
... ,
expressions in the Pj and
(k =1,... , n), ot the rational doThe condition E1 ~ 0
containing the
xl) and, separately, the

17
is

follows :

as

and the coefficients Aki in the n functions
is

one

for

each i , are,

(ii) The elementary
invariance, is,

Here

of which coefficients there

E" =1 ,
y

case

of this

and the set of

N1y

and therefore of its connection and

equations,

obtained

by elimination

From these equations the respective values of Q,
the method determines, are evident. In this instance,

(iii)

In the

problem

of

H2,

where

Z~=0 ~

and H2 is

,

of a ,7

which

...,

degenerate,

is,

as

in the

example,

the

defining relation of the connection, .g2 _-_ 0, presents an alternative.
Either there is elementary connection in the vicinity of
X2 ,x3) or

the vector

2. Annali della Sauoda Norm,

is

Sup. - Pisa.

zero.

But in the contact

-relation,

18
U will not transform the two factors of H2 , one into the other. Hence (15)
asserts that
preserves elementary contact and leaves
will particularize Usome, but the idea can be gellerThis
both.
invariant,
which are degenerate. To show that the transforfor
quantics,
alized
in their
mation will be both existent and particularized we assnmed
general linear form, they being not linear usually, and assumed both of the
factors of H2 ~y above, invariant. It was found that ( U~ is then generated by
the

following transformation:

,

_

Rio-Mathematics

.

The influence of the physical environment on the variation and evolution of biological organisms has been studied muctl more than the influence
of the mathematical environment has. Within natural limitations, however,
mathematical requirements are exacting. This is because biological characters can be given an expressive graphical representation and thus become
the basis of a mathematical system. Also a biological organism, plant or
animal, is a. vehicle for the manipulation of energy.
Let T represent the family tree of an organism of double parentage,
b being the parents of a; c’, c those of b’ , et cetera.
=

A line drawn from a to include one primed (male) letter from each
generation is a line of heredity. Drop all primes thereon and a female line is
represented. Any specimen in T, represented by aj of a line
] can be
described approximately by a finite number of characters which are measure
numbers of its respective parts, such as the volume of an eye, or the ten-

19
sile power of
tion, suppose

a

biceps

and let aj be described

I

inuscle. To

by

an

give

a

ordered set

character

Cj

of

a

graphical representa-

characters,.

_

attention upon one, as the first, of the xji, we can say that, for any
value of the age-variable t , from the time of the appearance of the part in
the embryo to the time of the demise of the organism, the characters
x2~ ,... , will have the explicit values, respectively, of the numbers in the

Fixing

°

set

Kt :

-

as polar coordinatesexpressed by convenient units,
Regarding
will
the
uniformly
varying time, the successive values of
being
during
plot into a curve kj which represents the continuous variation of
will give a curve k¡+1
‘an interval (t i ~
~ i2). Likewise the values
show some variation
which
y and .~~ will give a field ~’ of n

,

t

There will be ’In such fields, one for each
of this first character
in Fig. 1).
(i = 1 ~... ~ 1n), in OJ. (See
Whatever the organism the character-curve kj will be of a spiral form,
coming outward from near the origin and ending in a segment nearly circular. This is because the part measured by the character is small in the embryo, and remains nearly constant in magnitude during the organism’s old
age. There is a comparatively small class of exceptions in which the charcurves

approximately circular throughout, an example being the curve
of the blood temperature, in man.
A variation from, a segment in the field F can be expressed by a transformation like s in (9), which, witho () p (r) u, v properly chosen, will
carry a segment of 15; into a corresponding segment of k;+i . The variables
are here written as (’J’, g) instead of
t). The numerical infinitesimals
in
small
be
such
will
transformations of biological curnecessarily
I
ves. Passing on to a segment of kj+2 ~ from
will mean that s must ~
be combined with a like transformation,

acter-curve is

,

..

,,

.

,

t

,

_

20
Geometric considerations show that all of the increments 8p8h will be at
If there should b~e a mutation in
least as small numerically (7)
the line .Lz affecting the character under consideration, this might not be
true of 8g ~8h but, in the case of a mutation, we can begin Li with the mu.

tant ap,
The

(DE VRIES).
product ss’ is

Since, however,

as

follows:

the inverse of

s

is ,in is) ,

and

and u1 J o (g) = Vi 4’ p (r) = 0, the product is symbolized by a of(9),
est,
Theorem. The
by the group
of the field F are
thus beco1nes tlre
Is) , which is fitted to the field, not vice versa, whiclc
the
va1’iatioll.
expression of
Since we have fitted the group to the field, the values of the parameters u,v in (8) have been numerically deterlnined.. Since the equation (10),
1

viz.,

independent coefficients, one could begin the study of variations
organism of a definite species by choosing two points (g , ~~) on one
of the organism’s character-curves, idem est, two points corresponding, respectively, to two early ages of the organism in Li and solving for
This will determine lej within a finite region delimited according to
a relation «Pt
99 f!J2 with q;1’ q;2 determined, but evidently, since the
in (s) have been determined, the symbol (11) represents a sub-group
aJ u1) amounts to a choice from among the s (u , v)
of (s) only if 8 (u1,
has two
of

an

-

b3

.

of

(8) .

A certain geometric advantage results from a construction in three dimensions based on the series kj , kj+l ,... Let a segment of kj+ 1 be drawn

(7) GLENN,

Annali della Scuola Normale

Superiore

di

Pisa,

S.

II,

vol.

2, 1933,

p. 297.
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(x, y) plane and a corresponding segment
(x ,x) plane. The right cylinders erected on these
parallel
in the

Figure

of

lcj (in position) in the
bases, elements

curves as
,

1

Next
and y axes, respectively, intersect in a twisted
let
be drawn in the (x, z) plane and kj+2 in the~ (x ~ y) plane. The
Further repetitions
corresponding cylinders intersect in a space-curve
of
which
F
a
is
field
the
give
orthogonal projection. Since kj is projected
F1
into kj+l through
is
an
abstract form of -the influence of the sethe OJ
cond parent in the process. It is known (MENDEL) that a unit character, at
least, produces its succession in Li without much recognizable influence
intervening from other characters.
In polar coordinates a transformation that takes a segment of ej into a
corresponding segment of cj+l is U, (u,v , w) of (5), q; being the time and
u 7 v 7 w being determined, and we have seen that c~+~ ~ under ( Ui~ ~ is likely
to fall into coincidence with any one of many invariant curves in space,
the- transformations (variations) being, at the same time, captured by soine
subgroup of
to the

z

Stabilization
A character of an organism becomes stabilized when its variations
through Li cause its curve to converge to coincidence with an invariant
curve. Thus the curve becomes invariable in its line .L~ . Its transformations
may escape from the corresponding subgroup (s1# when hybridization produ-

22

i sufficient mutation. Stabilizations difficult for the organism to overcome have occurred among both plants and animals. As examples; the common gray squirrel, as known since 1492, seems to be a pretty stable organism. Other cases are; the white Embden goose
the morning
vine
and
various
animals
glory
represented in the Swiss
(Ipomaea purpurea),
Jurassic fossil beds
All of these organisms have a period of rapid growth. Correspondingly
if an invariant curve in the plane (m , r) is directed approximately toward
the origin, through a considerable segment of its length, a curve kj ~ coming,
will have a pein
y into coincidence with ,this segment as an invariant,
riod of rapid growth. Thus there is a connection between stabilization and
ces

of

growth (8).
We would expect that some character-curves, varying throngh Li , would
get through the maze of invariant curves without falling into coincidence
with any. This could produce uneven evolution, seen, in fact, in the giraffe;
the horn-bill (hydrocorttx planicornis), and toncall (rhamphastos a1’iel), among
birds; and in the fennec fox (canis zerda)? which has ears which are enormous in comparison with the rest of the animal.

rapidity

’

Lamarck’s first law
We consider the case of an organism in a definite line of heredity,
whose characters which are essential to the process of evolution by natural
selection do not become stabilized. For this species we prove LAMARCK’S
first law, idem est, the following:
continually tends to increase the size
by its proper
of tlae typical organism of any species, and of its parts, «up to a limit that
it brings about».
We first state formally a system of hypotheses.
(i) The equation (10), in polar coordinates, particularized as explained
above for a specific kj , we divide through by the numerically larger of the
two
The result is,

(8) To define what is to be meant by rapid growth we take, for the rate of growth,
thc time (q) rate ~! of ohange of the volnme V of the organism or correlation of parts.
The average rate ~1~ through a time-interval, is the volThen ~= g (g~), J = c~
ume at the close, ~in cubic inches), minns the volume at the beginning, divided by the time
the growth is rapid: Grass hopper, medium ,speoimen, one day
(in months). When
to 3 months AR = . 041; Cleomo plant, 4 mo. to 5 nio., AR = 4.8 ; Goose, 5 days to 3 mo.,
AR= 102 ; Fossils in the Jurassic, (information inconclusive); Elephant, embryo to 25
yrs., AR = 952.
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where either a is

fraction

-~-1

and

I bI

a

proper

and

fraction,

or a

is

a

positive proper
.

_

does not vanish for the g of any point within the open
I
bounded
then there is
plane, region
laterally by
neither any invariant point of s , nor any intersection of any two non-invariant kj withiu I.
The latter conclusion follows because if two lcj intersect in I and if we
transform one curve into the other by an s,7 the intersection going into
a point innnitesimally near on the latter curve, determines an invariant
segment on a non-invariant curve; invariant,
est, under the sub-group
which consists of the simple powers of s.
(iii) If o is a root ofp(~)==0~ transformation s , in 7y that involves
p (~O) ~ gives a point the same distance O from the origin. The circle
but it is invariant.
is not excluded as a possible
(iiiz) By hypothesis, arcs of character-curves in I are arcs of virility of

(ii)

If

o

,

the

°

organism.
If

express each integral in (17) in polynomial
C (p"), the equation of 15; in I become.s..

now we

terval

abbreviated as,

form,

for the in-

.

Hence,

both

zero,’ and,

positive root of g = 0; 99, being assigned in (99’ 99 ~") ~
connected through s with (r,~) . The u~, ~vh are positive
or negative infinitesimals each at least as small numerically as the corresponding Ug, Vh of si .
will be positive
Since no two kj intersect in I, both lip (r), 1/0
it
increase as their respective variables
functions in I. Hence in
and

Here ri
(r, ,

is

are

a
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increase. If

choose the unit of angle so n (~) , as 99 increases, varies by
smaller
amount than the corresponding variation of m (r) ,
numerically
then 9 (r) will increase as r increases in the vicinity of any r, on kj in I,
and decrease as r decreases, g (r) being, therefore, always an increasing function of r (9).
A decrease in r over a finite succession of arcs kj in I, means recessive evolution, and atrophy if continued indefinitely. We exclude the possibility of atrophy, by hypothesis.
The following assumption appears to be a particularization at this stage
of the argument. We assume that all sums
Vi , (i =1, 2 , ... , indeare
Vk and therefore
finitely),
negative, idem est, that the infinitesimals
uk , vk are such as to make Ui -~- Vii negative. Since g (r) is an increasing
function, the addition, in (19), of U; + Vi to the absolute term of g (r) - 0 ,
has this effect: It increases root r in the vicinity (q/
99
~") , from r,
outward, over the succession of infinitesimally spaced arcs given by Si 9 (r) ,
we

a

(i =1, 2 , ...).
The succession of spirals kj in Li, under the hypotheses, are therefore
expanding as the time t increases, (with j).
As an additional hypothesis, we now make use of the fact of evolution
by natural selection. The part with the character-curve kj is by assumption
relevant in the organism’s struggle for existence. Hence there is a minimum
position for the curve kj in the area delimited by (g’
cp
99") and the
radii.
minnearer
to
the
this
absolute
than
corresponding
origin
If kj goes
imal, kao ,I does, the organism’s corresponding part becomes to weak for
survival.
Then, there is also a series of relative minimals in the field F. If F,
extended from kao, not inclusive, as j is increased indefinitely but finitely,
is examined, one curve
will be found to have reached a position in
the aforesaid area, nearer to the origin thau the rest which lie beyond kao
conchronologically. Next consider the portion of F lying beyond
tains a minimal
The process can be repeated indefinitely, and gives
us a sequence of infinitesimally spaced minimals chronologically ordered
in F, each minimal lying outside of its chronological predecessor. This sequence may be written as:
’

(9) Also n

tends to be smaller than

m

(r). Compare

I (0) with 9 (r)

in
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Now,

we can

pass

successive powers of

where

the x,

panding

are

the sequence M
having the symbol,

along

an s

sums I u~ and the yz

sequence of

spirals, if kj

is

by operating

on

kao by

Since M is

are

the

an ex-

kao ,y and,

J

replacing Ui + Vf in (19), is necessarily negative, satisY9 +
here what we previously tentatively called a particularizing assumtion. We also now see by how much the sequence M expands from term to
term, idem est, in terms of infinitesimals u’ , vii..
Since M is chronologically an expanding sequence and all the rest of F,
the

sum

fying

after any
rule (~p’ C
Hence the

~ C cp") ,

time,

d.

q.

e.

lies

the

beyond

the field F is expanding,
also, are
characters kj in

as

a

area

delimited

system of

’increasing,

on

by the
plane spirals.

the average, in

’

The analysis becomes indetermiiiate if the character r invalue as large as a real root of p (r) = 0 .
We have noted that 7ci is then converging to an invariant circle as a
limit.
The space-curve cao’ of which the absolute minimal kao is the projec;tion,
can readily be shown to be an extremal (calculus of variations) of an integral which represents the amount of work which the organism can do in a
given time by means of a part with character measure r. This fact is related’ to H. F. OSBORN’S systematization of the play of energy in evolutionary

Corollary.

creases

to

a

biology. t
LAMARCK,

Histoire Naturelle des Animaux 8an8 Vertéb,’e8, (1815), Introduotiou.
Origln and Evotution of Life, (1916).
OBBORNY
The mathematical problem is obviously related formally to the philosophy of the
vitat (vital force). Pide H. BERGSON, L’Evolution Creatrieea 1907.
t

The

°
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§ III.
The earthy

luagnetic field

of

force, considered

as a

directional-central force

demonstrate without difficulty, by means of magnets symmetrically arranged, and permalloy filings, that a magnetic field can have a
center of geometric symmetry. This will not prove that the force about a
spherical magnet is central, in the usual meaning of the term, but it gives
the following postulate a slight measure of reasonableness.
Hypothesis. The magnetic force of the earth is everywhere directional
central, the force represented by the force-vector, which originates at the
center of, the
being a function, not only of the vector’s length, (r),
but also of its angles of direction, (~ ~ 0), in space.
The justification of this postulate will be that it is consistent with
One

can

earth,

y

’

phenomena.
Many facts about the earth’s magnetic field are contained in CARL
S’l’RØMER’S theory (1°) on the orbits of cathode particles which have been pro-

Figure

(to) Størmer, Modern Norwegian researches,
1924, vol. I, p. 139-148.

2

et

ceter’a, Proc. Int. Math. CongnJ8S Toronto,
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vicinity from the Sun. Their motions are ultimately
dominated by a type of universal field. of the earth, which field inclndes
(non-additively), components both gravitational and magnetic. Their orbits
are twisted space curves which approach the enrth and dive beneath its surface some-where within the arctic circle (or antarctic), where there will often
be such a concentration that the visible aurora borealis is produced.

jected

to the earth’x

Equations of tixe orbit deri ved fiom

its

property of Stability

Definition.

A space curve upon which the cathode particle is constrainthe potential to move is a stable orbit.
The orbital equations are obtainable from the effect of
of
a segment R of the orbit, by outside forces. These perturbations may be
represented by transformation U1 of (5), considered as an operator applied
to the equation of R. It will be sufficiently general to use U1 with o (p) = 0 ,y
and the power of self-restitution which a stable orbit possesses will be represented by U1 if it is further particularized to the case Wv = 0, Xv = 0
of (6). Then Ui permutes v perturbed orbits, including R ,in a closed cycle.
The determination of the equation, of R then follows the steps of the determination of the factorable ternary H of (7). This H, though it is assumed
to be
will still contain arbitrary coefficients in number equal to,

ed

by

perturbatiolls,

factorable,

Accordingly

the orbit R is

and may be

represented by

The

arbitrary function w (91)

ing equation

a curve on

the

of

surface,

equations,

be determined for R if we use the followindependently in the next section:

can

which is derived

pair

the
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From

and

(20),

on

the

arc

by substitution

in

R

bei n g used,

(21),

since w is free from

9,

algebraic form of the pair (20) is obtained by writing
polynomial form, valid, to any approximation, by choice
val (9’1
gg
g~2). Thus we obtain,
An

each integral in
for an inter-

.

Equations of the orbit, derived from the acceleration
The force being central at any tine t,7 the equations of motion of the
particle c on its orbit of which R is a segment7 are as follows:

the function F (r , 6 ~rp) representing the force, and (r , 9 ,~) being the polar coordinates of c . The problem of finding the orbit is solved by finding
two integrals of (24). We therefore eliminate F(r ~ 9 ,~) ~
tween the first and second of equations (24);i also between the first and

algebraically/be-

third. This

gives,

We then eliminate d t and change to polar coordinates and

obtain,
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The combination of

(24) and (25) leads

The latter two equations, supported
equations of the whole orbit of c.

Avenues of

by

to the

the

approach

relation,

hypothesis

of

stability,y

are

the

for orbits

In

equation (20), p (r) and q (6) are known polynomials. Hence yo ,.. ,yn ,
80 , .. , 8,~ are known numbers. Only At, B! , C1, D1 are arbitrary in eqaations (23), and two points on B determine these. But, under these conditions, (23) will’ not represent just any curve approaching the geographic pole
from outer space, but only certain curves. However, if we have equations (23)
representing a definite curve R,small changes may be made in A1 ; BI, D1 ,
and still (23) will represent an orbit consecutive to the original .R. Hence
there a,re bounded avenues through one of which an orbitnl R must approach the pole. These avenues wherefirst discovered by K. BIRKELAND,
experimentally ~11).
The force function
The formula
the

mans

(26),

with the indicated differentiations

performed, gives

equation,

BIRKELAND, The Norwegian
Company.), 1913.

Green &#x26;

aurora

palaris expedition 1902-1903,

New

York, (Long-
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of the relations

By differentiation
ed from

(22),

we

and substitution for

as

obtain-

find,

We substitute accordingly in
The result is as follows:

in which

(20)

(27)

and solve for the force-function

F (r, 0
.

formulary,

As we have noted in another paper, the objective in such a theory is
not u simple functional form of the force-function but a simple geometric
form for the orbit, in view of the principle of least work by which it is
determined. In (28), F is expressed in terms of known functions. The polynoinials p (r) (0) are yet to be calculated numerically, in a particular
problem to be discussed in v later section. The expression,

is a part of the formula for F (r , 07 -T), is
which, divided by cos4 8 C082
the known formula for the gravitational attraction on the cathode particle
at the point (r , 9 ,-P), (GLENN, loco citato, p. 305). This shows how gravity enters the acting univers~al field of force as a component, although not
as an additive component, strictly, since it is divided by a variable ex-

.pression.

I
.
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9 COS2 99 cancelled, F (r
force proper, and may be written as Ft (r , 8

With G

where

is the

(r ~ ~2 ~ (pi)

point

on

the

~ 9 , cp) becomes the magnetic
, fP), or, at the earth’s surface,

surface of the

Concerning the magnetic force

earth,

at the

and

pole

We find the limit approached by PI (i- 10, (1) at the geographic pole.
This limit should be equivalent to a certain formula (12), due to SWANN, representing the force at the pole, viz.,
’

where

are

numerical, and 1:

is the eartb7s

angular velocity. We

note ;
(i)

Since R approaches the z-axis by spiralling around it, like a geodesic
conical surface with vertex at the origin the set of points used
to calculate p (1’) ,q (0),y should be chosen iu part within and in part without
the earth-sphere. We accordiugly find,
on a narrow

’

’

’

The

bitrarily,
choose,

in

cyle
our

of

orbits, perturbations of R by ( ~T1~ , can be chosen
of Wv, Xv and of p (r),q (0) . In particular we

choice

and assume,

(i2) SWANN,

Proc. Int.

Toronto, 1924,

vol.

II,

p. 257.

arcan
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of (32) below, computed for an R that lies mostly
without the earth-sphere, differs but little formally from fl (0) -1335)5.
Since then,

Analogously the q (0)

&#x3E;

Lim .
we

[q (0)/cos5 0] =

li 1 C

0 , (1 numerical) ,

have,

Since r is neither near zero nor very large, and the coefficients in p (r) diminish toward the left, the significant part of L is a negative term near
and this part is equivalent to
the middle of p(r), multiplied by
in
the formula Hz; (Compare p (r)
(32)).
Another property of J~ (r , 0 , w) will lead us to choose the meridian of
Fresno, California,’ as prime meridian, when we make certain numerical calitc Fi, the latter is
culations. It is that if we use ~~2 + y in place
unaltered by the change of sign of y .
~~

The

parameters of

the force

_

The three constants in the formula F, (r , 0 , ~) of the vertical force of
magnetic field of the eartly can be determined as soon as the functions
p (r) , q (0) have been numerically calculated. For then the observed values
of the force at three respective points on the earth’s surface, whose latitudes and longitudes are known, give by substitution a solvable set of three
equations in ,u , a , v .
In order to calculate (r),q (0) we reproduced an orbit of a cathode
pnblished photographs (13) of such curves.
particle from one of
of the curve, nine feet in length, showa
model
Our reproduction was wire
ing its approach to an earth-sphere of radius r=8 inches (==. 8), (as in
Fig. 2). Since Stvsrmer’s equations were expressed in terms of intrinsic coordinates, we measured the polar coordinates of seven points, Pi on our wire
curve, in order to use only polar coordinates in our formulae. These results
are here tabulated. (Unit of distance 10 inches).

the

..

(13) STØRMER,

loco

cltato,

p. 113 and

accompanying Fig.

5.
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The values of

(ri,

ia this

table,

successively
(i -- 0 , ... ,6)? A 1 ,

substituted

relation

in

when

follow.

(23), give seven linear equations
solved, lead to the results which

in the first

which,

likewise for the 6; , (i =m 0 ,... ,5) , C , D we used the (9i ,
coordinates of six points
omitting P6. The results of the solution may
be written as
(unit for 0, one radian) :
In

solving

follows ;

The

we

relations g (r) .f (0) are the equations of
Next, by differentiating the relations,

our

wire

curve.
.

obtain,

With each substitution of an r-coordina~te of a point Pi, the formula llg’ (r)
assumes a numerical vainly whence the first equation (31) gives the right
number of linear equations, enabling us to solve for 8; , (i ‘ 1 ,...6), 1 ,
and likewise, using the before-ineiitioned six values 8i , we can solve
(i =1, ... , 5),,q . The results for p (r),q (0) are as follows :

t To keep decimal

points properly placed

equation throngh by ~ .
unity.

This has the effect of

3. Annali della Souoda Norm.

,

Sup. -

Pisa.

in

we later multiplied this
iu the first equation (31), by

computations,

replacing

,
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have mentioned

previously,

prine meridian the
meridian that passes through Fresno, California, (Greenwich 1200 W.), and
through a point near Masqat, Arabia: For then, the symmetry of F, (1" ,0, l/J)-,
As

(

we

- 21 +’Y
c ) under

the change of

we

sign

chose for

of Y
y,

corresponds

to the fact

that the known map of the isodynanlic lines of vertical magnetic force, is
symmetrical east and west of a iiieridian that lies 900 east of the meridian
of Fresno.

We abbreviate
Since now w is

1010/151

as

fJ.

and 0 is latitude, the respective vertical forces at three points on the earth’s surface, taken simultaneously with the
respective longitude-latitude coordinate pairs, suffice, in connection with (29),
in the three unknowns It, a , v. We cfiose these
to give three
the
following scheme : (14).
points as in

"

longitude

equations

.

In the limit formula in the preceding section, le , and therefore p (r) ,y
are necessarily negative, and this led us to our choice of the radius of the
earth-sphere as r, - 8 inches (= .8). The system of data now to be used is
tabulated below for the benefit of anyone who might wish to repeat the

computations ;p (.8) = - 28.2633; (Six-place tables).

(i4)

At

Kamloops

there is

an

extrapolation, of

lp, about 4°

beyond

theargest

lp of (30).
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q

After substitutions in (29), and numerical
nations take the following forms :

the

simplifications,

We next subtract the second and third, of the latter
first, thus eliminating p. The results are,

where the coefficients have the
list:

values, respectively,

the three

equations,

shown in the

e-

from

following

.

We solve the first equation (33) as a quadratic in v ,and substitute the
resulting value of v in the second thus eliminating v. The result is 8, sextic
equation in (a with nurnerical coefficients, which equation is of interest
also when a , b ... ,n are left arbitray. It may be written thus:

36

wherein,

When the English letters in (34)

(33) (35),

We

the

equution reciprocal

to

given their numerical values from
takes the

are

(34)

have,

N,

Since
b, and F are negative und J necessarily positive,( a flI is limited above. Also (a fl) is shown to be negative by (33), ancl x is numerically small by (36). These conditions lead to the result x- -.0486 as an
accurate determination. Hence, from the triad of numerical equations,
I

the value of ,u, as calculated from the third equation, falling short by about
three percent of its trne value.
There is a reason in phenomena for this latter fact. If the solution for
a , v were subject to uo inexactness, Pi (ry 0 , p) would have a fixed
value at each point on the earths snifnce, but, as is well knowv, V colltinua~lly varies in the third deciinal place and beyond. We note also that,
due to the numerical form of the equation (36), x will remain invariant under these changes in V, an even under small errors in the table (30). In
’

~

summary we have:
Theorem. The directional-central 1uo,guctic f01’ce oj’ the earth, as
engages a cathode particle moving on a. segment R oj’ its orbit, is,

as

shown in

(28), and, for points

on

tlce earth’s

as

in

(29).

this force

The

con-

37
’

stltnts in the

The rcrdius
¡radians.

formula F,

of. the

have the

following

earth is taken to be

r

numerical values :

and

==.8,

angles

are

expressed in
,

~

~

The

formulary

and the

phenomena

Verification of F, (1’ , 0 , T) n8 the true formula of the vertical ma,gnetic
force at the surface of the earth consists in showing that the (isodynamic)
when plotted from F1,
lines of equal vertical force on the earth’s
of
the British Admiralare the same as those obtained under the auspices

t,y~ and of the American Coast and Geodetic Survey. These lines were discovered origiiially by meaus of instruments which were operated, in some
cases, on ship-board. They were operated in very many places which were in
fact chosen to represent all points of the surface of the earth. We plot
these isodynamic lines as line-element connections according to the following
-~- 8 P) are both
principle. If the adjaceiit points (~0, ~) ,(r ~ o -Eon the same isodynamic line/we have,

whence,

We form the partial derivatives, from (29), and calculate their numerical values on the basis of p (1’) , q (8) as in (32), 0 being held within the
interval (81 0
O2), represented by (30). These derivatives are found
thus at each point where a parallel of latitude, say 0 == 1: , _ - 5° ,0° ,1
12°, 24°, 36°), is intersected by a meridian -P = a, (E), (a = 0°,12°, 24°, 36°,
e1 cetera, at intervals of 12° , to 180°), the prime meridian being the meri- ’
dian of Fresno. This process gives the slopes 8 8/6 w at a sufficient number
of points, enabling us to draw the isodynamic lines as element connections.
For greater accuracy some interpolations may be introduced.
The lines obtained are purely mathematical, and they coincide with
those obtained experimentally, in the manner above stated,

"

.
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The

partial derivatives

are as

follows:

Some of the data for substitutions, not regularly available in tables,
here given. It will be remembered that a q (0) _ (a ~B) q, (0) where q, (0)
is the q (9) of (32) without the lattei-7s numerical factor P - 1010/15 1. We
use r =. 8 ~7 p (. 8) - - 28.2633 , {a~)=201320.5762~ y=2013102.4, and
the following table:

are

slopes, along a typical meridian, g~ 48°
(E), (Fresno), corresponding, respectively, to 9 == - 5° , 0° ,12° , ~4° , 3s° .
(Only numerators of
Fl, are given since the denominators cancel). We
use the following abbreviations:
Following is

a

table for five

=

’
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The results for 8 0/8 w are in all cases fairly regular. They begin with large
values, near the equator, and decrease toward small values as 0 approaches

360, 99 being

any angle between

zero

and 80° :

It is obvious that the roles of the north and south poles are interchangable in the theory, of the field. If we use Fresno as prime meridian, measure longitudes positive westward, and latitudes positive from the equator
toward the south pole, the formula ~(~,0,~), without change, applies in
the custom magnetic hemisphere, idem est, from Fresno westward to Masqat.
The isodynamic system just described for the western hemisphere will be
repeated, in inverted position, in the eastern. The drawings on later pages
show the two systems in their respective positions with reference to the continents.
It will be noted that, with r constant and the range of 0 , valid in q (0) ,
extending to approach ~/2 ~ the northern magnetic pole is the maximum
Hence this pole is an intersection of the
point of the function F1 (r , 0 ,
’

two curves,

Since,
I

have
two points

at a

isodynamic line l, for the vertical, force V,we
the
horizontal component and I the inclination,
tan I, B being
oil
1
give all equation a = b, viz.,
(H~ , -Ti) , (H2, I2)
point

on an

To apply a ~ b as a check on the accuracy of the lines 1the maps (tables)
of H and I at points P, of the earth’s surface, are used. Eight pairs of
cities (P), each pair on an 1, give the following cases of this verification,
(check) of lines l , (Year of observations, 1922);y through a = b ,

,
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If the following two drawings are placed side by side, two systems of
closed curves I are seen, each being in a hemisphere between the semi-meridians of symmetry of the field. The existence of these systems is verified
in part~ by the known results of technology,which show two systems of analogously situated isodynamic lines of the horizontal force-component, also
in the form of (irregular) ovals. Of course, if the values of V are the same
along 1y the values of k V ,I k being constant, will be the same along l ,
while k V ,y with k arbitrarily variable withia narrow limits, will keep the
same value along a
which shows some variation from l. And k
here may be cot I ~ with I limited below.
A source of small deviations from theoretical values of the magnetic
force at a point P ~ is an irregalar distribution of magnetic materials near
the surface of the earth.
Lansdowne, Pa., October, 1953
O. E. GLENN
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